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The effect on the scattering of protons by protons of the 3P2—'F2 coupling due to an intermediate state
of the two-nucleon system is investigated. The problem is treated in a scattering matrix formalism, with
total angular momentum j=2, orbital angular momentum I.=j &1,and partial half-width Fl.. Only the 'So,
'D2, 'Po, 'PI., 'P~ —'F2 scattering anomalies are considered. Fits to the experimental data at 240 Mev are
studied as typical. For 'ED=31', 'Ez&0 it is found that the data may be reasonably well represented
provided (P&+F&)/(Ea —E) &0.3. It has been found possible to fit data on I-p and p-p scattering employing
phase shifts agreeing with the hypothesis of charge independence of nuclear forces. Reasonable agreement
with experiment is obtained employing either the regular or the inverted order of 'Po, I, 2 levels.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE early work on the interpretation of nucleon-
nucleon scattering was in terms of potential

energies which were taken to be velocity-independent
for each of the states with definite L and J. Generali-
zations of this description have been made through the
introduction of other forms of terms in a two-particle
Hamiltonian as in the case of the tensor force' or in the
consideration of a slow variation of the magnitude of
the effective potentiaP with energy for a state with
definite J and L. In connection with attempts to fit
data by means of meson theoretic potentials, an
attempt' has been made more recently to estimate the
approximate magnitude of the velocity dependence by
ascribing it to the formation of an intermediate state.
An effect of the order of 10 percent in the effective
meson mass was found on the assumption that the
two-nucleon system may become excited to an isobaric
state at an energy equal approximately to the rest
mass energy of the pion. An excitation energy in this
general range of values can hardly be excluded on
account of the well-known difhculty of employing weak

coupling meson theory. The question arises therefore as
to the possibility of modifications in the static poten-
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tials by the temporary formation of intermediate states
with higher L than that of the 'So state in the work
referred to.' The velocity-dependent features of such
coupling are dificult to ascertain since the assignment
of the partial cross sections to different L is clear only
at low energies. It would be premature to attempt such
a test at this time. On the other hand, the question
arises as to whether the experimental data admit of
such coupling and as to the approximate magnitude
which may be assigned to it. For these reasons it ap-
peared desirable to investigate a case in which the
intermediate state formation has other marked features
than the velocity dependence. It accordingly appeared
of interest to try out the possibility in the case of scat-
tering at ~250 Mev paying attention mainly to the
observed angular distributions and to the plausible
requirement of charge independence of nuclear forces.
This type of calculation has an additional interest also
from a more general viewpoint, ' according to which one
cari justify the employment of phase shifts from con-
siderations of fundamental symmetries such as sym-
metry of space to rotations and independently of the
applicability of special models or Hamiltonians. In this
view, at sufficiently large distances the wave function
may be expressed as a sum of parts, each of which has a
definite real phase shift and corresponds to a definite
value of the total angular momentum. There are in
general, however, several states for a given J, each with
a phase shift of its own. These states were distinguished
from each other4 by the subscript n.

The possibility of producing special angular effects
by coupling of a state of higher L through the inter-
mediate state to a state of lower L appeared especially
intriguing because for an assumed interaction potential
one expects phase shifts for suKciently high L to become
negligible and the mechanism under consideration is
able to cause the appearance of effects of high L at
lower energies. For p-p scattering the first possibility
of this type occurs for the coupling of 'P2 to 'F2. The
numerical work in the present paper is concerned

4 G. Breit, in University of Pennsytlvmsiu Bicentennial Conference
(University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1941).
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exclusively with this possibility and makes use of
values obtained for representation of the data of the
preceding paper' by means of s and p waves alone as a
starting point. In the work reported on here, it is con-
sidered that the state 'I'~ —'F2 exhibits a resonance for
some energy greater than the region of 300 Mev. Such
a resonance could perhaps be interpreted as due to an
isobaric state of the two-proton system with an energy
level approximately at the resonance energy. In pre-
liminary publications, the state through which coupling
takes place has been referred to as the isobaric state.
In the present note the word "isobaric" is replaced by
"intermediate" so as not to overemphasize the feature
of metastability which is not directly used. The employ-
ment of resonance theory parameters is of course also
not needed from a formal viewpoint, the specification
of the scattering matrix sufficing for all practical pur-
poses. It is used below mainly in order to facilitate
visualization of effects by means of convenient quan-
tities such as the resonance energy and the partial
widths. The problem is formulated in terms of a one-
level treatment employing a scattering matrix. ' In
addition to the contribution to the cross 'section caused
by the coupling of 'P& to 'F&, the effects of the five
phase shifts for '50, 'D~, 'Eo ~ 2 are included as non-
vanishing. Since no specific nuclear interaction is
assumed, the five phase shifts plus two parameters
specifying the coupling give a total of seven free
parameters which can be adjusted to fit experiment. .
Fits to data at 240 Mev' ' are used as typical throughout
this work. It is found that the data do not exclude the
possibility of intermediate state coupling, but rather
indicate that such a state may prove helpful in fitting
experiment. In particular they suggest that if coupling
of the type investigated should be taking place, appre-
ciable changes of. values of phase shifts of states not
participating in the coupling must also be made. In
view of the many attempts to fit high-energy scattering
data by means of phenomenologic potentials, it appears
to be of interest to point out that conclusions regarding
the effective potential in the '5 state or in 'I'0, 'P~ are
not altogether independent of unknown couplings of
states with different L. Only the simplest example of

s R. M. Thaler and J. Bengston, preceding paper )Phys. Rev
94, 679 (1954)g.

'The forms used in the calculations are related to those used
in G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 58, 1068 (1940) and especially to Eqs.
(6.3), (7.7) in G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 69, 472 (1946). While the
present work was in progress, there appeared related considera-
tions regarding the parametrization of the scattering matrix by
J. M. Blatt and L. C. Biedenharn, Phys. Rev. 86, 399 (1952).
These are in part based on the use of eigenstates of the scattering
matrix credited by them to J. Schwinger's 1947 unpublished lec-
tures. The classi6cation according to eigenstates of the scattering
matrix is essentially the same as the classification according to
the index a in a previously quoted reference (see reference 4). The
parametrization of Blatt and Biedenharn, which employs the
explicit specification of eigenstates and a total of three independent
parameters, has advantages if an exhaustive enumeration is de-
sired. On the other hand, for the purpose of qualitative considera-
tion with unknown eigenstates the method used here is convenient.

these has been considered below. It will be noted,
however, that the sects on the phase shift without
coupling are quite large.

Notation and Symbols

E=kinetic energy of incident nucleon in the
laboratory system.

Fz = resonance energy as defined by Eqs. (1).
I'I, ——partial resonance width for orbital an-

gular momentum L. In numerical appli-
cations I'I, is used for total angular
momentum j=2 and is expressed in
terms of E.

T= tan '[(r,yl', )/(Ea —F)].
y= rs/(r&mrs).
L=orbital angular momentum about center

of mass in units of k=1.
FI., GI, ——respectively the regular and irregular

solutions of the differential equation for
rgradial function normalized so as to
be asymptotic at r = ~ to sing and cosy
with w= p ', L~ rl 1n2p—+-o-r. —

p=kr, k=2s-/(de Broglie wavelength), rl=e'/ke.
'EI, , 'El.——singlet and triplet phase shifts, respec-

tively.
61„,——triplet phase shifts for orbital angular

momentum L in the absence of inter-
mediate state coupling; in some cases
b~ & ~ is called 5 and b,~+~, g is called

6+, in most cases the comma is omitted
and the symbol is written as bl. ;.

$1., g'= sing J„~.
o I, ——Coulomb phase shift= argF (L+1+ir!).

yo„x„=singlet and triplet spin functions, respec-
tively.

PI,——Legendre function, V.~~= spherical har-
monic= (—1) (2'l!) '[(21+1)/4x]l

X ([1—m]!/P+m]!) 1 exp(imp) sin"0
X (d/d cos!7)'+"(cos'i7 —1)'.

0=scattering angle in the center-of-mass
system.

P~ '„=spin-angle factor of eigenfunction for
orbital angular momentum L, total
angular momentum j and projection p.

(
J., j = transformation coefFicient defined by

p —M, M Eq. (2.2).
P=proton-proton scattering cross section

per unit solid angle in the center-of-mass
system.

Psr, P~pc, Pr~r are the Mott, the specific nuclear, and
the Coulomb interference parts of P,
respectively.

0~~(8)=differential scattering cross section for
np scattering taken per unit solid angle
in the center-of-mass system at colati-
tude angle 8.

c, s=used as in preceding paper,
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II. EFFECT OF INTERMEDIATE STATE

The interaction between two levels with diferent values of orbital angular momentum may be represented'
by m.cans of the matrix

(1—y) exp[»~-) [y(1—»)' exp[i(~-+~+)) l
(C) = e'r sinTl

~ ~ )& Ly(1 —y))* exp[i(&-+~+)) y «pr»4)

where the parameters are related to the resonance
energy Eg and the half-widths F, F+ of the disintegra-
gration channels by

I+ I

pQ(~-),

&F+) E o,

0

Q(6 ))

y=F+/(F +F+), tanT= (F +F+)/(Err —E). (1.1)

Here F, F+ refer, respectively, to the levels with
L=j—1 and L= j+1 and a similar convention is being
used for tL, 8+. The convention regarding C is that the
regular functions P, F+ are changed by the nuclear
interaction to

with

+l
pc, C~y pH q

EC, C & &H)

H=G+iP,
Q(8) =e" sinb

(1.3)

(1 4)

The scattering matrix in this convention has the form

lls, ;II =
I

(r 0 ) t y+(1—y)e"r,

( 0 r~) E[y(1—y))l(e"' —1), y+ ye2rr

[y(1—y))'*(e"r—1)y (r 0 )
)(0 (1.5)

where

The scattering matrix contains in this form 4 parameters
tL, 8+, y, T. Since there are' only three independent
parameters in the scattering matrix the results for some
independently specified values of the four parameters
are the same. The result of specifying two phase shifts
6, 8+, which are then modified through coupling by
means of an intermediate state, is not necessarily dif-
ferent, therefore, from the scattering obtained by means
of another pair of tL, 5+. It is thus not possible to dis-
tinguish uniquely between eGects of phase shifts b, b+
which would be there for y=0 and effects caused by
the coupling through the intermediate state. In the
calculations reported on below, no attempt is made to
cover all possibilities systematically and the question
of exhaustive and complete parametric representation
is therefore not of immediate importance, the primary
object being a preliminary survey of the type of effect
caused by the coupling of states with diGerent J.. In the
numerical work the phase shift 8+——0 and the matrix
1!S;,11

is expressed in terms of three parameters. In this
representation the diagonal element referring to the
higher L is 1+y(e"r—1), so that there is scattering of
this wave into its own channel as long as y and T do
not vanish. At the same time, for such values of y and
T the nondiagonal element of 11$;,11

is not zero. The
cases covered are therefore distinct from those ob-
tainable by employing phase shifts 8+ and 8 but with
y=o.

The two nucleons are supposed to be colliding with
random directions of the spins. A statistical mixture of
incident plane waves with equal probabilities for each
of the four mutually orthogonal spin states is used and
the calculation is otherwise standard. Thus the effect
of the matrix (C) and of phase shifts outside (C) is to

change the part of the wave function having the smaller
orbital angular momentum .L, spin function x„ for spin
projection p, to the value

P[4s (2L+1))'*(1/p) exp(iaz, )

IO".[I'.+Q(&., ;)H.)
l ) ( o,p &

(L,J )
![P"«C.,H,+y~+2'«C. ,+,H,+,) 1,

&o,p

where I=I+1, (2 1)

and the summation is taken over j=L 1, L, L+1. —
Here the composition of angular momenta to form a
resultant function with total angular momentum J is
represented by

O' '.=Z
I !~',-MXM.

M (p —M, IV)
(2.2)

(L+2, Jq
+

l I 8 «Cr+2, r+&Hr+'
0, y)

+4' '«C~2, r.Hr) . (2.3)

Similarly, for the larger orbital angular momentum
L+2 and incident spin function y«, the effect of the
phase shifts and of the matrix (C) is to change the term
originally present to

i +'[4rr (2L+5))l (1/p) exp (io z+2)

~L+2, jyx Z l
!p~' '«[Pi+2+Q(&~2, ;)H~2)

o,
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The procedure used is closely similar to that of Kittel
and Breit~ and of Breit, Kittel, and Thaxton. ~ The
formulas employed so far are valid for any I. but
become specialized to L=1 beginning with Eq. (3.3).
On summing intensities for diferent spin orientations
the cross section in the system of the center of mass is
readily found. It is expressible in the form

P24+ PIvUC+ PINT)

where designations M, &VUC, IET stand for "Mott, "
"nuclear, "and "interference, " respectively. The values
of the three contributions to the cross section are as

follows. The Mott part is

Psr= (e2/2l402)2(s '+c ' —s—'c 2cos[ri log(s'c )j), (3.1)

as is well known. The interference term EI~~ may be
written reasonably compactly in the notation of BCP'
and its immediate extensions summarized by

021, Kz——+2(oz op)—; 001, = (pz+Ii lno', (o.=c, s),

0pr, ,=f)I,,+2(~1. 0'0),—pr, ;=@11+Iilno', (3.2)

pr, '(T) = T+Ii Ino'+ 2 (0 I,—o'0),

and is expressible in the form

J6— II

Q— II

10—

& s—
V7

I I I I l —(Ii/2) (2l4v2/e2)2PII, .r= s ' cosppp +c cosppp'

+(Qg(2 j+1) sln81g'[s cosiptg'+c cospIj ]
+5(1 y)[s cos(T+512+ 001 2 )
—c ' cos(T+81,2+ g&1, 2 )]sinT)P1
+5 sinrC2[s 'cospp2"+c 'cospp2'jP2

+5y sinT[s —' cospps'(T) —c ' cosips'(T)]Ps. (3.3)

The nuclear scattering term P~U~, is obtainable from

~ PNUC rrpP0+ &2P2+ c44P4)
with

'np ——sin2E0+P, (2j+1)(st, )2+5 sin'T

+10(1—y)212 sinT cos(T+8»)+5 sin'E', , (4.1)
—i0 where

and with
Sl,&

= slQ81.&,

C=y', S= (1—y)',

(4.2)

(4.3)

o IO ZO' SO 40 SO SO ro
e

FrG. 1. Differential cross section for proton-proton scattering at
8=240 Mev plotted against scattering angle 0 in the center-of-
mass system. Values of phase shifts and other parameters for the
four curves are as follows (all phase shift values are in degrees):

Curve ~HO 1K2 810 Bll T y

'422 ——sstt'+ (7/2)s12'+4stp cos(510—812)

+9sIIS]2 COS(512 811)+sin'T[(7/2)S'
+gC'S'+ (32/7) C'+ 2 (6) '*(1+(C'/7) )CS cosB

+ (12/7) C'S' cos'Bj
+$10 sinT[4S' cos(T+ 2812—610)

+4(6) '*CS cos(T+o.s—o.1+512—810)

+6C2 cos(3+512—hto)]

+SII slI1T[9S COS (T+2812 ~11)
—6'CS COS(op —01+T+&12—~10)

+6y cos(&+812—8»)$+s12 sinT[7S' cos(T+&12)
+2(6)'*CScos(T+cs—at)+ (6/7)C' cosA]
+ (50/7) sin2E2+ 10 sinEp sinE2

Xcos(E2 E0+2&2 2&0) (4 4)
A 31.3 3,5 45.4 10.0 5.7 0.3
8 31.3 3.5 —45.0 20.0 5.7 0.7
C 31.3 0 —81.2 —3.0 2.9 0.7
D 31.3 0 —50.1 10.0 5.7 0.7

where

while
A =T+202—2o1—812, B=os—01—812, (4.5)

The left-hand scale is for curves A and 8, the right-hand scale
for C and D. Experimental points (see references 8 and 9) are
indicated by circles and squares for right- and left-hand scales,
respectively.

' C. Kittel and G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 56, /44 (1939); Breiti
Kittel, and Thaxton, Phys. Rev. 57, 255 (2940). The four equa-
tions (unnumbered) in the middle of page 256 show the simple
proced ure.

sn4 f sin'T[10C'——+ (40)6 lCS cosB+ (240) C'S' cos'Bj
+ (120)Cssts sinT cosA+90 sin2E2}/7. (4.6)

In the above expressions the f wave phase shifts fo-r no
coupling 83, ; were taken as zero, and partial waves for
I&3 were assumed to make no contribution to the
scattering except through the Coulomb interaction.
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III. P-P SCATTERING

Substitution of numerical values for the phase shifts
Ep, Eo, ~1, p, ~1, 1, 81, 2, T', and the coupling constant y

into the above expression enables one to construct a
good fit to the 240-Mev p-p scattering data. ' ' In fact,
it has been shown in the preceding paper' that the
choice 'E2 ——T=O is consistent with the data. The ques-
tion as to whether the data are in contradiction to the
hypothesis of appreciable coupling between the 'P2 and
'J 2 states is discussed below.

The experimental cross section'' is represented in
Fig. 1. The Coulomb contribution, Psr, being negligibly
small for 8&30', it is evident that for 8&30', the
Coulomb and interference parts of the cross section
contribute negligibly in comparison with the nuclear
part P~Ug. Since for 0&30' the cross section is approxi-
mately independent of angle, the coefficients n2 and n4
of Eq. (4) have been taken to be small as compared
with O,p. Sets of values of the scattering parameters 'Ep,

~], p ~l, 1 ~l., 2, T, and y which satisfy, to within the
experimental uncertainty, the equations

k '&p=4.5 mb, o,p=1 30,

e2 ——0,

n4=0

(5)

(5.1)

(5.2)

V = —C exp (—r/a)/ (r/a), (6)

with C= 89.8 4tsc' and a =0.42 e'/mc', which is consistent
with the low-energy data. " The employment of this
potential well is clearly open to serious criticism. Since
the same holds for practically any other choice of 'Ep,
the computation was nevertheless carried through em-

ploying the procedure just described so as to avoid
unnecessary arbitrariness. The 'P2 —'P& anomaly is
defined by the three parameters 61, 2, T, y, the 'J 2 con-
tributions not arising from the coupling to 'I'g having
been taken to be zero. It is easily seen that solutions of
Eqs. (5) can exist only for a limited range of these
parameters. By definition 0 &y &1, and T is restricted
by 0(T&4r/2. " From Eqs. (5) and (5.2) there follow

' C. L. Oxley and R. D. Shatnberger, Phys. Rev. 83, 2/4 (1951).' O. A. Towler, Jr. , Phys. Rev. 85, 1024 (1952).
"Yovits, Smith, Hull, Bengston, and Breit, Phys. Rev. 85, 540

(1952).
"The quantity T is used with the restriction

~
T~ &s/2, no

resonance having been observed in the experimental region. The
additional restriction T)0 is being made, there being no evidence
for Eg&0.

may be seen to fit the data for 0&30'. In addition,
certain of these sets of values of the scattering param-
eters, when substituted into the complete expression for
the scattering cross section, have been found to yield a
reasonably good fit to the data over the entire angular
range.

The s-wave phase shift 'Ep was taken to be 'Ep ——31.3,
as computed in first Born approximation from the
meson well

TABLE I. Values of 'n4 and of y for various T, BI 2, and y.
Criteria of acceptability are '+4&0, p~ i.

sinT =0.1
81,2 y .8a4

sinT =0.2
81,9 7 CX4

sinT =0.3
&1 2 y 8n4

y =0.1

y =0.3

y =0.5

—40—30
-20

100
0

+10
+20'
—40
-30—20

100
0

+1O'

-3O'
-20—10

0

1.64 —0.05
0.89 —0.04
0.34 —0.02
0.05 +0.00
0.05 +0.04
0.35 +0.06
0.91 +0.09

1.74 —0.17
0.98 —0.14
0.40 —0.08
0.32 +0.06
0.05 +0.09
0.32 +0.18

1.07 —0.25
0.47 —0.15
0.11 —0.02
0.05 +0.12

—40—30—20—10o
0

—40—30—20

—40—30—20—10

1.25 —0.04
0.60 —0.02
0.18 —0.03
0.04 +0.08
0.20 +0.14

1.48 —0.16
0.79 —0.10
0.31 +0.03

1.70 —0.34
0,98 —0.25
0.45 —0.05
0.18 +0.21

—40 0.91—30 0 38—20o 0.18

—40 1.27—30o 0.68

—40 1.63—30 0 97—20 052

+0.04
+0.07
+0.14

+0.04
+0.13

—0.10
+0.01
+0.31

y =0.7 -30—20-10
0

1.16 —0.39
0.54 —0.26
0.15 —0.08
0.05 +0.12

—30' 1.17 —0.50—20 0.58 —0.31-10 0.25 +0.10

—30 1.26—20 0.73—10o 0.45

-0.32—0.04
+0.54

y =0.9 -30—20-10
0

1.25 —0.56
0.60 —0.40
0.18 —0.18
0.05 +0.08

—30—20—10
0

1.36 —0.89
0.72 —0.60
0.32 -0.18
0.20 +0.32

—30 1.55 —0.96—20 0.93 —0.59—10o 055 +000
0 045 +072

the inequalities:

1.30—sinsICs ——1.30—0.27 = 1.03 & Sslss+ 5 sins T

+10(1—y)sts sinT cos(T+8t, s')=—y(5t, s,y, T), (7)

sn4(bl, s,y, T) )0, (7 1)

where 'n4 is as in Eq. (4.6) and its functional de-
pendence on 612, y, and T is now indicated for emphasis.
The values of y(54, s,y, T) and 'n4(5t, s,y, T) which appear
in Table I illustrate the permissible range of the
parameters 61, 2, y, T. It is seen from Table I that
solutions for Eqs. (5) will probably arise only for
84, ,&0 and T(20'. If a set of values of (84, s,y, T) are
chosen such that (y,54, s, y)T&1 and 'n4(8t, s,y, T) &0, it
is usually possible to find values of (84, 4,8. ..'Es) such
that Eqs. (5) are approximately satisfied. If, further-
more, these values satisfy the inequality

P'(2 j+1) sin8, , , cos84,+5 sinT cosT

+5 slut's cosKs(0, (8)

then the data will be approximately represented by sub-
stituting these values into the formula for the cross
section, Eq. (3); for the inequality, Eq. (8), assures
that the cross section will not have a minimum in the
angular region where the Coulomb interference term is
important.

Several typical its to the data, obtained by the
procedure outlined above, are plotted in Fig. 1. The
cross-section dependence plotted in Fig. 1B is a typical
one for which Eqs. (5) are approximately obeyed, but
which does not obey the inequality of Eq. (8), and so
does not fit the data at small angles. If a fit to the data
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also obeys the condition

(9)

then it will be said that such a fit corresponds to level
inversion. The particular criterion used is not uniquely
related to inversion of levels in nuclear spectroscopy. It
is nevertheless of interest to employ a classification
which has a qualitative relationship to the empirical
studies of nuclear shell structure. In Fig. 1C is plotted
a case which corresponds to this inversion.

It should be noted that Eqs. (5) serve as an approxi-
mate guide only. Equally good and better fits to the
data can be obtained provided that ~crp/crp~ &0.2 and
~tr4/trp~ &0.2. For example, the cross section plotted in

Fig. 1D for 'Ep ——3j..3', 'E2 ——0, $g 0
———50.f', $I g

——$0,
6I 2

———15.3', y=0.7, T=5.7' is one for which 0.0=1.27,
o.2= 0.00, e4 ———0.17.

IV. N-P SCATTERING

In Fig. 2 is a typical fit to the 260-Mev e-p data"-
which is consistent, in the sense of "charge inde-
pendence, " with the fit to the 240-Mev p-p data''
plotted in Fig. 1A. The phase shifts 'E 0 ~ and 'Ep 2 are
calculated for 260 Mev from singlet and triplet meson
wells, respectively, " the quantities 'E2, ~i, p, ~i, ~, ~I, 2, y

T are as in Fig. IA. This fit can be improved by suitable
adjustment of 'EC&, 'E0, 2. Furthermore "inverted" fits
to the 240-Mev p-p data, for which bt, p) 5t, t) 6t, p, have
been found which are likewise consistent with charge
independence.

For charge-independent nuclear forces, the neutron-
proton scattering cross section corresponding to the
assumption of intermediate state formation for j= 2 in
the triplet system, Eq. (7), may be written as

or~~(8) = (2k)
—'(k'Petro(i})+6Pt sin('Kp)

Xsin('Et) cos('Ep —'Et)
+30PtPp stn ('Et) sin('Ep) cos('Et —'Ep)

+9(P )' sin'('Et)+3 sin'('Ep)

+30Pp sin('Ep) sin('Ep) cos('Kp 'Kp)—
+2Pt sin('Ep)[g'(2 j+1) sin6t, ,

j=p

Xcos(8t, ,—'Ep)+5(1—y) sinT

Xcos(28t, &+7 —'Ep)]+10PtPp sm('Ep)

X[P' (2j+1) sinb, , cos (b;;—'E 2)
j=p

+5(1—y) sinTcos(28t, p+T —'E,)$
+10Pp sin('Ep)y sinT cos(T—'Ep)

+50P&P„sin('K&)y sinT cos(T—'E&)

+75 (Pp)"- sin'('Kp) ), (10)
RO

1S—

16—

I I I I I I I

where the quantities 'Ep ., 8I 0, bi, I, 8I 2, y, T are as in
PN&z(8) and where partial waves corresponding to j)2
have been excluded. The quantities in the above ex-
pression which may be adjusted to fit the n, pdata are-
+0, 2) +1~
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FIG. 2. Differential cross section for neutron-proton scattering
1 - — 0—

$10=4~ 4' 811=&0.0, b1~= —20 O', T'= ~ & y=0.3.
These values agree with parameters used for curve A of Fig. 1
in the sense of charge indepencence. Data are due to Kelly ef al.
(see reference 12).

"Kelly, Leith, Segre, and Wiegand, Phys. Rev. 79, 96 (1950)
'P Equation (11) of preceding paper.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The calculations show that data on the p-p scattering
cross section at 240 Mev admit an interpretation in
which an appreciable part of the cross section is
attributed to intermediate state formation resulting in
the coupling of 'P2 to 'E2. If it is assumed on the other
hand that nuclear force effects are confined to phase
shifts for s, p, 'Dp states and to 'Pp —'F..coupling, then
it is possible to exclude large values of the coupling
parameters. Within these restricting assumptions re-
garding nuclear force effects, it proved possible to
remain in agreement with the hypothesis of charge
independence of nuclear forces. The p-wave phase
shifts of the charge-independent fits may be made to
correspond either to the regular or inverted level order
of the two-nucleon system; there is thus no obvious
difficulty in reconciling the high-energy scattering data
with the shell theory of nuclear structure.

The possible influence of coupling on the determina-
tion of phase shifts not directly concerned with the
intermediate state has been discussed in the intro-
duction, and the effect on the interpretation of phase
shifts participating in the coupling may be seen in
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Table I. It has a bearing on indications of the existence
of semistable states in pion-nucleon scattering'4 and on

attempts to use isobaric state models for the theory of
the deuteron. " The present work was in fact begun
under the influence of similar views tentatively con-
sidered at this laboratory. The continued lack of success
and the possibility of omission of essential elements" in
the development of fundamental nuclear force theory
would make a claim of. a connection with the isobaric

'4 K. A. Brueckner, Phys. Rev. 86, 626 (1952). The considera-
tions of Dyson, Bethe, Salpeter, and others, are given in four
abstracts from the Cambridge Meeting of the American Physical
Society (July, 1953) [Phys. Rev. 90, 372 (1953)7.

's H. A. Bethe and N. Austern, Phys. Rev. 86, 121 (1952);
N. Austern, Phys. Rev. 87, 208 (1952).

state of pion-nucleon phenomena rather speculative,
especially since there is serious doubt" regarding the
justi6cation of such an interpretation of the meson data.
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A cloud chamber investigation of the nuclear interactions of 125-Mev negative pi mesons has been carried
out. Carbon and lead were employed as the scattering material. The experimental arrangement was designed
to observe the charge-exchange process:

vr +C—+B&e*'+Lrr'—+2yj.

High-energy photons, probably attributable to charge exchange, are found to arise from nuclear interac-
tion, with a small but finite cross section. Total and differential cross sections for elastic and inelastic scat-
tering, as well as total nuclear reaction cross sections, are presented. A square we'll (optical model) analysis
fits the data with a potential whose real part is attractive and 30 Mev deep, and whose imaginary part
corresponds to a mean free path in nuclear matter of 3)&10 "cm. The optical model parameters are found to
be energy dependent, the well depth increasing and the mean free path decreasing as the energy is raised.

I. INTRODUCTION

A CONSIDERABLE body of experimental fact,
relevant to the interaction of pions in complex

nuclei, is already established. Nuclear emulsion experi-
ments have demonstrated the principal mechanisms of
the interactions, ' and given information regarding their
energy dependence. ' More recent experiments with
counters, ' cloud chambers, 4 and emulsions, ' have con-

*This research was supported by the joint program of the U. S.
Office of Naval Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission. A preliminary account of this research was presented at
the Cambridge meeting of the American Physical Society,
February& 1953 LPhys. Rev. 90, 342 (1953)j.

f'Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Now at RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, New Jersey.' Bernardini, Booth, and Lederman, Phys. Rev. 83, 1277 (1951).
This paper may also be used as a summary of references to previous
emulsion work; G. Bernardini and F. Levy, Phys. Rev. 84, 610
(1951);H. Bradner and B.Rankin, Phys. Rev. 87, 547, 553 (1952).

2 Bernardini, Booth, and Lederman, Phys. Rev. 83, 1075 (1951).
Chedester, Isaacs, Sachs, and Steinberger, Phys. Rev. 82, 958

(1951); R. L. Martin, Phys. Rev. 87, 1052 (1952); Aarons,
Ashkin, Feiner, Gorman, and Smith, Phys. Rev. 90, 342 (1953);
Pevsner, Williams, and Rainwater (private communication).' A. Shapiro, Phys. Rev. 84, 1063 (1951);Byfield, Kessler, and

tinued these studies, and have more clearly shown the
dependence of these processes on nuclear size.

The following over-all picture presents itself to us: at
low energies (0—40 Mev) the dominant process is mesonic
absorption with subsequent nuclear excitation resulting
in star formation. The star cross section is about half
geometric in the 40-Mev region. Only a small elastic
scattering cross section is observed. As the bombarding
energy increases, both star and elastic cross sections
rise. At 60-Mev inelastic scattering begins to occur with
an appreciable probability which increases rapidly with
energy. The total reaction cross section is nearly
geometric at 80 Mev for all complex nuclei. In some
cases it seems to rise slowly as higher energies of
bombardment are employed. '

The picture is completed by consideration of the
charge exchange reaction, which is found to be of great

Lederman, Phys. Rev. 86, 17 (1952); F. Tenney and J. Tinlot,
Phys. Rev. 90, 342 (1953);Fowler, Fowler, Shutt, Thorndike, and
Whittemore, Phys. Rev. 91, 135 (1953).

e S. Goldhaber and G. Goldhaber (private communication); M.
Schein, 1953 Rochester Conference (Interscience Publishers, New
York, 1953).' R. L. Martin, Phys. Rev. 87, 1052 (1952).


